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23. Should the investigation report be shared in full,
or just the findings?
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For the employee: As mentioned in our response to question 22, the relevant laws and regulations in the
PRC do not impose any obligation on an employer to share investigation report (including the findings) with
its employee, unless otherwise expressly provided in its internal rules and regulations that the employer
may share with its employee any investigation report or findings that do not involve trade secrets or
another person's privacy or personal information. Therefore, the employer has the discretion to decide
whether and to what extent to share the investigation report based on its business management needs.
For the police/regulatory authorities: In general, an employer shall provide a complete report according to
the law as required by the authority handling the case. It is recommended that the employer should
conduct a detailed review of the investigation authority and the information contained in the evidence
collection documents issued by the authority, and communicate with the authority to specify the scope of
assistance and evidentiary materials to be provided. Although the employer cannot refuse to provide
relevant evidentiary materials to the investigation authority on the grounds that such evidentiary materials
involve trade secret or personal privacy, it still needs to carefully assess the relevance of the evidentiary
materials to the facts of the case and timely communicate with the authority to confirm and narrow the
scope of providing evidence as much as possible. If necessary, the employer can consult professional
lawyers to provide professional opinions. In addition, we suggest that the employer may also try to require
the investigation officer to sign a confidentiality letter, and file the investigation materials involving trade
secret or personal privacy, the reasons thereof, etc., for the purpose of reducing legal risks faced by the
employer.
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The employee under investigation may only be informed of the conclusions.
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